
TeSCo stands for “Temperature and geometrical Shape simulation and 
validation for FFF printed Components” and is a SIM ICON project. 

The key objective of TeSCo is to develop efficient and accurate simulation models of 
the 3D printing process of thermoplastic polymers materials and link the effect of part 
manufacturing to the final shape and quality of the part. In order to achieve this goal, 
the modelling will include detailed modelling of the thermal history for each location 
of the component as well as linking this thermal information to the local adhesion 
properties and the local/global stress and deformation behaviour across the sub-
strand (<102 µm), strand (~102 µm) and bulk part scales (>102 µm). The multi-scale 
modelling effort will be based on both analytical and numerical techniques (such as 
FEM). The printing process used in TeSCo is FFF, Fused Filament Fabrication and 
both printing with standard and recycled filaments will be studied. 

TeSCO will, next to the modelling effort, also have an extensive experimental 
campaign to calibrate and validate the models. For the validation of the thermal 
model, in-process monitoring with IR cameras and fine thermocouples will be done. 
For the validation of the structural integrity and shape of the printed parts accurate 
CMM measurements will be used. 

The expected result of the project is to be able to predict for a certain design the 
effect of printing parameters on the final shape and quality of the part. The final goal 
is to have guidelines that help a designer choose the correct printing process for a 
certain design in order to print the desired part first-time right. Envisioned 
applications studied in TeSCO are luminaires, window frames (possibly others to be 
defined)… 

The project is coordinated by Signify and the project consortium comprises the 
companies Deceuninck and x and the academic partner KU Leuven (Dept. of 
Mechanical Engineering, campus De Nayer) + possible other research partners (for 
material and bond strength development modelling and related impact on 
stress/deformation behavior) 

Possible industrial partners: 

-FFF material or machine provider 

-other applications 

-sensor producers 

 

 


